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Inspired by Innovation, Connected and Coordinated…

The Israel Export and International Cooperation Institute
The Israel Export and International Cooperation Institute is your premier gateway
for doing business with Israeli companies. Established and funded by the
government and the private sector, IEICI’s expertise in technology and product
scouting, joint ventures and strategic alliances with Israeli companies spans more
than half a century. Whatever your field is, IEICI offers access to relevant
businesses and government resources. IEICI will provide the information you need
to connect, negotiate and do business all over the world.
Digital Media Technologies Sector
IEICI is committed to advancing the Israeli digital media industry by bringing
together Israeli companies and leading companies from around the world. They
are active in retail and e-commerce, broadcasting, sports tech, travel and
hospitality tech, ad tech and consumer electronics. The RetailTech ecosystem is
growing and rapidly becoming one of the hottest hubs for commerce
technologies, with over 250 startups operating across the board from logistics to
in-store. These companies are leveraging Israeli´s expertise in deep-tech like the
use of computer vision for self-checkout or the application of artificial intelligence
for visual search.
Mr. Yarin Zukerman
■ Head of Digital Media Technologies
■ Tel: +972 3 514 2931
■ E-mail: yarinz@export.gov.il
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Inspired by Innovation, Connected and Coordinated…

Foreign Trade Administration
Israel's Foreign Trade Administration at the Ministry of Economy is responsible for
managing and directing the international trade policy of the State of Israel.
The Foreign Trade Administration operates over 45 economic missions in
countries all over the world. Each of the missions has a team that is dedicated to
fostering trade and investment between local companies and Israeli companies.
Israeli Economic & Trade Missions to the East Coast and West Coast, USA
The Economic & Trade Missions in the East Coast and West Coast are the
representative of the Israeli Ministry of Economy and Industry. Their primary
mission is the promotion of business relations between Israel and East Coast &
West coast , facilitating trade, economic cooperation, investments and R&D
collaboration. The teams are located in New York and San Francisco, assists Israeli
and American companies and organizations, in opening doors, matchmaking and
providing market information to facilitate successful long term relationships.
Mr. Inon Elroy
■ Israeli Economic Minister to North America ■ Ministry of Economy & Industry
■ Government of Israel
■ T : +1 646 416 1 666
■ Inon.elroy@israeltrade.gov.il
Moran Zilbershtein
■ Consul for Economic Affairs, west coast
■ Foreign Trade Administration, The Israeli Ministry of Economy and Industry
■ T : +1 415 986 2701
Moran.Zilbershtein@israeltrade.gov.il
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https://www.anagog.com/

Anagog

The Future of Mobile Engagement is Here: What happens on the phone, stays on the phone

Category:

Solution at a glance

 Online and Real-World
Mobile Engagement
with greater HyperPersonalization

Widest range of Hyper-Personalization first party data based on online
and real-world insights. For the first time ever, stays private on-phone
without any user data going to the cloud - powered by Edge AI.

Technological innovation product differentiation
Anagog offers the world’s-first Mobile Engagement Platform, helping
companies deliver hyper-personalized engagement in their mobile
campaigns while finally co-existing with privacy, making it a win-win
for both companies and consumers. The Platform is based on Edge AI
technology, with all the intelligence being on mobile phones, it means
that companies no longer have to collect personal data, or use tracking
mechanisms, to offer customers perfectly targeted engagement, at
exactly the right moment. Anagog’s technology has more than 50
million downloads globally and is integrated into more than 100
mobile apps.

Our offering
Anagog is the leader in creating context-relevant, hyper-personalized
engagement opportunities for mobile campaigns. Offering the world’sfirst, On-Phone Mobile Customer Engagement Platform, enabled by
Edge AI. Anagog's Platform and first party data touch points are from
both online and real-world activities where no data leaves the mobile
by default. Helping companies deliver on the promise of hyperpersonalized engagement with privacy, making it a win-win for both
companies and consumers.

Company references and strategic partners
Sumitomo Corporation Global Venture Group, MizMaa, Continental,
Daimler, Porsche, Skoda
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www.barilliance.com

Barilliance

Barilliance helps eCommerce brands create 1:1 experiences by responding to
visitor's actions in real time#

Category:
 Retail Automation
 Data & Analytics

Solution at a glance
Create a personalized shopping experience across the purchase
journey. Real time personalization, behavior triggered emails,
advanced product recommendations and segmentation.

Company references and strategic partners
Boardriders, Gant, Autodesk
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www.brandtotal.com

BrandTotal

BrandTotal is the leading Brand Analytics and Social Competitive Intelligence platform

Category:

Solution at a glance

 Online Social
Commerce,
 Data & Analytics
 Social Advertising
Intelligence & Brand
Analytics

BrandTotal is the leading Brand Analytics and Social Competitive
Intelligence platform, enabling brand marketers to make decisions
based on data, not feelings. BrandTotal's customers range from wellestablished Fortune 500 brands to the fastest-growing direct-toconsumer challenger brands

Technological innovation product differentiation
BrandTotal powers forward-thinking brands to see farther and more
clearly than ever before across their brand competitive landscape.
Customers use BrandTotal to plan, execute, measure, and optimize
against business goals while maximizing Brand ROI. We designed our
platform from the ground up to give you the tools to make smarter,
faster, and more accurate brand decisions -- with the ability to
measure not just yourself in an echo chamber, but against your fierce
competition with 360-degree visibility into share of voice, ad spend,
consumer sentiment, engagement and attitude, share of topic

Company references and strategic partners
GFK, CMO Council , F500 Brands
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www.bringoz.com

Bringoz

Intelligent End-to-End Delivery and Distribution Management Software

Category:
 Retail Automation
 Supply Chain
 Data & Analytics

Solution at a glance
Bringoz's platform enables businesses to control and manage their
delivery operations, alongside 3rd parties. Bringoz's platform is
designed to maximize efficiency and lower operating costs. The
platform provides a wide array of modules such as smart planning,
real-time tracking and monitoring, dynamic routing and rerouting, and
automated dispatch

Technological innovation product differentiation
End-to-end intelligent distribution and delivery management software
that has been established on years of expertise as a logistics operatior.
The product is industry agnostic and size-agnostic, easy to scale and
has been deployed with major players across retail, CPG, pharma,
automotive and more

Our offering
Scalable SaaS-based intelligent delivery and distribution management
software. The solution enables a wide range of hundreds of modules,
including driver management, 3rd party visibility and management,
smart planning, real-time tracking and monitoring, dynamic routing
and rerouting, and automated dispatch, billing and pricing, analytics
and call to action etc

Company references and strategic partners
We were recognized by Microsoft as a preffered partner for CPG and
retail
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https://cym.bio

Cymbio

The Leader in Brand-to-Retail Connectivity

Category:
 Retail Automation
 Marketplace & Drop
Ship Automation

Solution at a glance
Cymbio proudly serves as the technological bridge between brands
and over 600+ retailers, marketplaces, department stores and
boutiques. We fully automate all marketplace and drop-ship
operations from beginning-to-end; accelerating digital sales growth
and exposing brands to a global retail ecosystem.

Technological innovation product differentiation
Cymbio is the first BRAND centric platform that enables brands to sell
and manage their digital sales channels with all retailers and
marketplaces. And the only of its kind to automate ALL processes to
ANY retailer, including the complete set-up, onboarding and daily
management of streamlined product data, imagery, mapping,
inventory syncing, taxonomy, orders, billing, tracking, returns, reports
and more.

Our offering
Cymbio enables digital sales growth for brands with the world's first
end-to-end drop ship and marketplace automation platform. Cymbio is
the technology bridge between brands such as Steve Madden,
Marchesa, Camper, Micro Kickboard, and over 600 retailers,
marketplaces, department stores and boutiques (such as Nordstrom,
Kohl’s, Macy's, Farfetch, Urban Outfitters). Cymbio makes it easier for
brands to connect and sell on hundreds of marketplaces and retailers,
growing sales and exposing brands to a global retail ecosystem. We
help brands get rid of long 1-1 integrations, manual operations and
daily management of brand to retail connectivity.

Company references and strategic partners
New Balance, Camper, NBCUniversal, Steve Madden, Maisonette,
Mirakl, BigCommerce
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www.jifiti.com

Jifiti

A fully whitelabeled BNPL solution for merchants that gives them instant access to the most
competitive loan programs at their POS offered by top banks. Seamless online and in-store.

Category:
 E-payments
 Payments
 Lending

Solution at a glance
Jifiti’s innovative BNPL platform enables merchants to seamlessly
deploy competitive bank loan programs at any point of sale; online, instore and in call centers. The cutting-edge platform provides a unified
user experience, is white labeled and fully customizable and requires
zero integration or IT resources.

Technological innovation product differentiation
Jifiti's plug and play BNPL platform is the simplest, most user-friendly
and most competitive platform available today. It includes all the tools
required for a merchant to easily implement the fully branded POS
financing solution online or in-store, and is already connected to the
world’s leading banks. The result is merchants and customers are
provided with the most competitive loan programs available today,
increasing sales and AOV instantly and simply.

Our offering
Jifiti is a leading fintech company on a mission to bridge the gap
between lenders, retailers, and consumers. Jifiti’s white labeled
platform enables banks and lenders to provide point-of-sale financing
by seamlessly deploying their competitive consumer loan programs at
any merchant's point of sale. Merchants and customers can now
benefit from the best loan programs offered by the world’s leading
banks based on Jifiti’s cutting edge technology and user experience,
both online and in-store. Jifiti works with leading financial institutions
including Mastercard and Citizens Bank, and retailers including IKEA,
Walmart and others worldwide.

Company references and strategic partners
Mastercard, Citizens Bank, CaixaBank, Credit Agricole, IKEA, Walmart,
Sole Fitness, Borsheims, Nebraska Furniture Mart
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https://www.pairzon.com/

Pairzon

Pairzon is a leading AI technology solution for retailers which connects in-store consumer to its
online identity enabling retailers to boost sales, retention, and customer engagement
dramatically as well as dramatically increasing the ROAS on digital ads.

Category:







Retail Automation
Data & Analytics
Omnichannel
Offline to online
Physical Stores
AI for marketing

Solution at a glance
Pairzon is a leading AI technology solution for retailers which connects
in-store consumer to its online identity enabling retailers to boost
sales, retention, and customer engagement dramatically as well as
dramatically increasing the ROAS on digital ads.

Technological innovation product differentiation
Pairzon enables the use of online and offline customer data along with
AI concepts such as machine learning, natural language processing,
social intelligence in order to predict audiences’ future actions and
create
campaigns
that
will
convert
and
engage
Pairzon Customer experience platform combines data intelligence ,
customer-centric, personalization, and actionable AI. Pairzon places
the customer firmly at the center of every aspect of the product.

Our offering
Pairzon aims to lead in the field of Artificial Intelligence for Marketing
and consumer data analysis.
1. Connecting digital and physical touchpoints
2. Data Intelligence engine using Machine Learning techniques
3. Pairzon Recommendation Engine / Smart-Predictions
4. AI for Marketing (Pairzon offline marketing and Pairzon lookalike
audiences()
5. Real-Time in-store ROI measurement

Company references and strategic partners
Customers: Decathlon WW , Kiko Milano, Carolina Lemke , NYOU ,
Castro , Yves Roche, Hoodies. Strategic Partners: Plug&Play Brand and
Retail US , NVIDIA inception program Oracle, Mapp (US) , EGI (Spain) ,
FairPlay Consulting (LATAM) , retailHub (Italy)
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https://www.quicklizard.com/

Quicklizard

Quicklizard AI Price Optimization for Omni-Channel Retailers

Category:
 Omni-Channel Pricing
& Analytics

Solution at a glance
Quicklizard’s AI-pricing optimization platform helps multichannel
retailers automate and optimize their pricing and promotions. With
Quicklizard – retailers know that their prices are always aligned with
their business goals. The right price for every SKU. On every channel.
All the time.

Technological innovation product differentiation
Define and implement rules and constraints to limit pricing flexibility
based on your overall strategy and approach. Leverage off-the-shelf
algorithms that automatically define and implement flexible pricing
based on market dynamics such as competitor activity, user behavior
and more. Apply AI recommendations (80%), confined by pre-defined
rules & constraints (20%), to predict and implement the ultimate price
at any given moment.

Our offering
Pricing managers spend hours trying to keep track of what goes on
beyond their office doors. But monitoring competitor activities, sales,
and any other elements that impact is a complicated task. Dynamic
pricing is the ideal solution to this problem. We integrate an existing
platform and strategy, combined with local competitive intelligence
and market dynamics, to create a real-time sales environment
evaluation for a particular product or service. The platform takes into
account everything that may impact the price of a given product or
service in real-time, and recommends the ideal pricing structure to
boost revenue and profitability.

Company references and strategic partners
SAP, Microsoft, Prodware, AWS, Wipro, Deloitte (customers pricing
platforms under NDA)
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www.riskified.com

Riskified

Turn shoppers into customers: Increase revenue at every step of the eCommerce path to
purchase.

Category:

Solution at a glance

 Fraud Prevention

Inefficient eCommerce fraud prevention costs merchants billions in
chargebacks, overhead and missed sales. The world’s fastest-growing
businesses trust our machine-learning solution to recognize good users
and weed out bad, with a full guarantee against fraudulent
chargebacks.

Technological innovation product differentiation
Riskified’s differentiator is very simple: we approve more good orders
and capture more revenue than anyone else. Our end-to-end solution
follows your shoppers from login through purchase and to
representment. That comprehensive approach lets us confidently
approve more orders and build better, smarter models for improved
performance. Riskified is a true enterprise solution designed for the
most demanding merchants. Our ability to handle high volume and
scale effortlessly set us apart from competitors and helps merchants
sell internationally, provide omni-channel fulfillment and expand their
product offerings.

Our offering
Riskified's pay-for-performance, guaranteed approval model provides a
flexible, economical solution that prevents chargebacks, drives online
revenue, and enables a frictionless shopping experience. Riskified
utilizes advanced eCommerce fraud detection methods to protect
merchants from fraud by accurately analysing card-not-present (CNP)
transactions with machine learning algorithms, behavioural analytics,
and device fingerprinting.

Company references and strategic partners
Swarovski, AirEuropa, PRADA, Lastminute.com, CANADA GOOSE,
Wish, Finish Line, StockX, D&G, GiftCards.com Partners: Shopify,
Dentsu, IFG, Checkout.com
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https://www.voyantis.ai/

Voyantis

Voyantis is the first no-code growth platform, providing a new way to optimize growth based on
predictions.

Category:
 Prediction (AI based)
Marketing automation

Solution at a glance
For growth teams that want predictability while scaling fast, Voyantis
provides a new way to optimize growth by utilizing AI to create LTV
predictions and turning them into an engineering-free, automated,
growth optimization solution. The result? over 200% ROI uplift for our
partners

Technological innovation product differentiation
We provide our customers something none of our competitors do maximizing business value - so our KPI, and the way we tune our
product, is to optimize growth performance. Prediction accuracy is just
one proxy on the way to achieving it.Prediction companies provide
customers with an API, while we provide a super-power, enhancing
your day-to-day workflow - i.e. plugins within your existing eco-system
and workflows.Our product is built to require just a few (1-2) initial
hours to integrate , which reduces dependency on engineering
resources.

Our offering
Voyantis’ Growth Operating System supports Growth & Marketing
teams to lift ROI and scale up in a predictable way, by bringing it all to
a single no-code interface for the growth leader.Utilizing AI and ML we
provide a new way to manage and optimize growth based on
predictions, enabling, for the first time, prediction based actions.

Company references and strategic partners
Ipsy (customer), Envato (customer), Firstleaf (customer), IAC group
(customer), Target Global (investors), Square Peg (Investors), Roy Rubin
- Former: Co-founder and CEO of Magento (Investor), In advanced
stages of building partnership with FB & Google
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https://walkout.co/

WalkOut

Computer-Vision based smart shopping cart

Category:

Solution at a glance

 AI & Voice
Recognition
 E-payments
 Retail Automation
 Supply Chain Tech
 Data & Analytics
 Check-out solution

WalkOut is developing a proprietary AI system for highly accurate realtime product identification used as a fast checkout solution, a strong
analytics tool, and an onsite customer engagement platform.End-toend checkout solution that mounts on top of existing carts and baskets
instantly transforming them into smart points-of-sale.

Technological innovation product differentiation
We use deep learning algorithms to identify each and every product
placed inside the cart.Our SW allows retailers to get a deep
understanding of customer behavior, just as you would expect from an
online analytics tool - but in a physical store.We create a platform for
customer engagement allowing real-time communication with the
customer - A valuable omni-channel tool bridging the gap between
online and offline shopping.

Our offering
- On-cart Frictionless Automated Checkout
- Retrofit to the retailer's existing carts
- On-cart Personal screen for each customer that allows targeted
messages and promotions
- Saves operational costs & increases turnover

Company references and strategic partners
Pilots with several tier 1 retailers in Europe and the USA, A Nielsen
innovate portfolio company, 1st place in ALDI’s future checkout
experience challenge, Named by Gartner as 1 of 4 leading cart-based
smart checkout vendors, nVidia partner, Lafayette Plug & Play
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